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Abstract-For a given nonstationary matrix covariance with a
finitedimensionality property that is the timevarying generalization
of the rational power spectnun matrix property, we show how to
find a linear finite-dimensional system driven by white noise with
output covariance equal to the prescribed covariance.
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In the nonsingular problem, there is no essential difference in deal'mg with matrix a ( . , . ) and scalar @(.;).
This is, however, not so for the singular problem, and
earlier results have been confined to scalar @(. ,.) (although, actually, a limited class of matrix a(.;) can be
treated by a trivial extension). Results for scalar a ( . , . )
I. INTRODUCTION
were again suggested in Ill], and these were extended in a
HE covariance factorization problem, or time-varying 1968 technical report subsequently appearing as 1161.
spectral factorization problem, can be stated as In June 1968, there also appeared the thesis of Brandenfollows. Suppose there is given a covariance a(.;) de- burg [17] containing many similar ideas, and in December
fined and positive definite in a certain region, say [O, t,] X 1968 the thesis of Geesey 1141. Much of 1171 was snbse[O, tll. What limear system, with white noise input, has an quently reported in the literature 1181, but unfortunately
output with covariance a ( . ,.)?
I181 does not cover one of the most interesting ideas of
In this paper, we consider the finite-dimensional version 1171, to the effect that a singular factorization problem of
of this problem, we allow a(.;) to be a matrix, and we given (statospace) dimension, can be reduced to a nonallow a ( . , .) to be nonstationary.
singular problem of lower dimensions than the original.
The history of such problems is interesting. For sta- (Solution of the singular problem via transformation to a
tionary matrix a(.;), frequency domain procedures nonsingular problem was initiated in [ l l ] ; it is the dibased on factorization of the power spectrum matrix havc mensionality reduction of 1171 which is the interesting and
been available for some time, see e.g., 111-[4]. State-space novel idea.) This idea is also developed in 1141, which
viewpoints of the finite-dimensional stationary problem, considers too at length the invertibility of the system solvof a nature allowing possible modification for the nonsta- ing the spectral factorization problem. For the nonsingular
tionary case, are discussed in 151-[71; these viewpoints case, the invertibiiity problem is easily settled, see [13]
make use, a t least indirectly, of the positive real lemma, and [19], but Kailath and Geesey were the first to exenunciated in its original form by Kalman 181 and Yakn- plicitly seek snch solutions (innovations representations),
bovic [9].
and to note that some of the systems solving the singular
When one moves to consider the time-varying case, it problem in 1161 and 1171 were in fact invertible.
soon becomes clear that the factorization problem is much
Other work on the time-varying problem can be found
easier for nonsingular covariances (those comprising a in [201 and 1211, approachmg the problem, respectively,
sum of a nonsingular white noise component and a con- as one requiring factorization of dierential operators, and
tinuous process component) than for singular covariances one requiring solution of a nonlmear integral equation.
(those withont the nonsingular white noise component).
As noted earlier, in this paper we consider the nonsta(The terminology nonsingular/singular is drawn from dual tionary finite-dimensional matrix problem. We also allow
control problems, incidentally.)
a ( . , . ) to be singular.
For the inkite-dimensional case, Gohberg and Krein
Our method of approach d i e r s from any employed in
have solved the nonsingular problem, [lo]; their solution treatments to this point of the scalar problem. However,
is based upon solving an infinite number of Fredholm we do make use of the notion of reducing the state-space
equations. I n the kite-dimensional case, an approach dimension where possible, though not in the same way as
based on use of the Riccati equation was suggested in Brandenburg [17]. In general terms, we relate the problem
[ l l ] and developed in more polished form in 1121 and for a singular r X r covariance with associated state-space
[13I. Results tying together the material of (111-1131 dimension n to the problem for an associated r' X r', not
with the Fredholm equation approach and the Wiener- necessarily nonsingular, covariance with associated stateHopf equation appear in 1141 and [15]. Reference [15a] is space dimension n'. One has r' 5 r, n' I n, wzth at least
also relevant.
one inequalzty holding, and one can continue a series of
snch dimension reductions until either a nonsingular (and
Manuscript received January 15, 1974; revised July 29, 1974. thus solvable) problem is encountered, or a dimension
This work was supported by the Australian Research
corn- shrinks to zero, leaving a trivial problem. The dimensionmittee.
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, ality reduction is critical, since withont it there is no
guarantee that the algorithm will terminate. (Note that
University of Newcastle, Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia.
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in contrast to [17], one does not delay the implementation
of a dimensionality reduction until a nonsingular problem
is encountered.) A further property of the procedure is
that it is straightforward to obtain an invertible system as
the solution of the factorization problem.
If one attempts t o apply the scalar singular procedure
of [16] in the matrix case, one encounters a difficulty as
soon as different numbers of differentiations of the various
components of the vector process are required t o produce
white noise. One can seek to take this into account with
the procedures employed by Bryson and Johansen [22]
in their study of Kalman filtering problems, but one encounters still a further difficulty: it may be that it is never
possible to obtain a nonsingular problem via dierentiation, nor a t the same time a totally singular problem.'
Indeed, one has a new class of problems, termed in the
control literature partially singular, which does not
appear in the scalar case. Nevertheless, unpublished work
of Silverman and Anderson, and a thesis of Powell [34],
achieves a solution this way, and Moore has indicated in a
private communication how substantial simplification
can be made using the ideas of Goh [23], [24] developed
for singular control problems. The method of this paper
however seems to be simpler.
I n developing the ideas of this paper, we have benefited
substantially from a survey of lmear-quadratic variational
problems, see [25]. Combining the ideas of [25] with some
of this paper, we have discovered new control results (and
network theory results) which we shall report separately.
The plan of the paper is as follows. I n Section 11, we
give a precise formulation of the problem, and note the
two key alternative assumptions under which a solution
may be obtained. In Sections I11 and IV using each
assumption in turn, we solve the problem. Section V
contains some remarks on the stationary problem, and
Section VI contains concludmg remarks.
Suppose there is given a two-variable function a(.;)
defined on [O,tl] X [O,t,], which can be written in the
form
R(t,T) = R(t)G(t - 7)

+ H1(t)*(t>T)K(T)l(t - T)

+ K'(t)%'(.r,t)H(~)l(~- t).

(1)

Here, a(.) and I ( . ) denote the delta function and unit
step function, respectively, @(.,.) is the n X n transition
matrix associated with some equation f = F(t)x, and the
superscript prime denotes matrix transposition. The
matrices H(.) and K(.) are n X r, R ( , ) is r X r, and
F(.), H(.), K ( . ) , and R(.) areal1 assumed to have entries
differentiable as many times as are required in the algorithms t o follow.
The covariance of the output of any linear finitc-

'For example, the given covariance matrix could be the direct
sum of a nonsingular covariance and a covariance of the type

xT==l

+,(t)+.(s)

for smooth +,(.).

dimensional system excited by white noise will have the
form (1). It is well known that the covariance has a nonnegativity property, viz.,
t ' u ( t ) ( t , ) u ( ) dtd

0

forallcontinuousu().

We shall say that a system realizing a ( . , .) is a system
such that when driven by white noise and with an appropriate random initial condition, the output covariance
over [O,tl] is a ( . , . ) . It therefore clearly makes sense,
given an a ( . , .) of the form of (1) and with the nonnegativity property, t o search for a system realizing a(.;).
I n searching for a system realizing a ( . , . ) , it is convenient to restrict a search for such systems to ones with
an impulse response J(t)G(t - 7 )
H1(t)%(t,r)G(r)l(t T), SO that it is the matrices G(.) and J(.), together with
the system initial condition, which define the system. The
state-space equations of such a system are f = F(t)x
G(t)u, y = Hr(t)x J(t)u, and u ( . ) is assumed to be unit
intensity white noise, i.e., E[u(t)ul(~)]= I8(t - T ) . The
initial condition on the system is a random one, requiring
E[x(O)x'(O)] = Po for some nonnegative definite symmetric Po,and x(0) is independent of u(.). In order that
such a system realize a(.,
.), it is necessary and sufficient
[13] that the following equations be satisfied on [O,tl]
for some nonnegative definite symmetric P(t):

+

+

+

P

=

PF'

PH

=

K

JJ'

=

R. .

-

+ FP + GG'

P(0) = Po

GJ'
(2)

The matrix P(t) is actually E [x(t)x'(t)].
If the system is known, but the covariance (1) is not, the
latter may easily be computed using (2). However, if the
covariance is known in the sense that F, H, K, and R are
given, the converse problem of finding the system, or
finding Po,G(.), and J ( . ) such that (2) holds, is harder;
the paper addresses precisely this converse problem.
To solve the converse problem, there are two classes of
assumptions we can make. First, we can assume the
existence of Po = Po' 2 0, G(.), and J ( . ) satisfying (2)
for the prescribed F, H, K, and J ( . ) without assuming
that we know the particular values. Then we can attempt
to compute the values of Po,G(.), and J ( . ) , or indeed
any other triple satisfying (2), i.e., we start with the following assumption.
Assumpticm 1 :There exists a system defmed by matrices
F(.), G ( . ) ,H(.), J ( . ) , and Po,with the actual values of
G(.), J ( . ) , and Pounknown, which realizes the covariance
(1).
This approach is followed in Section 111. Clearly, it is
to an extent unsatisfactory, since it leaves unanswered
the question of what properties of the couariance alone
imply existence of a system realizing the covariance. Now
it turns out that mere nonnegativity in the earlier described sense of a two-variable R(t,r) of the form (1) is not
quite adequate to guarantee this existence. Besides

various technical assumptions detailed as the need arises,
the following assumption is also required.
Assumption 8: a(.;) has the following extendabiity
property: if a ( . ,.) possesses the nonnegativity property on
[O,tl], then there exist definitions of F(.), H(.), K(.), and
a ( . ) on (tl,tl
c], for some 6 > 0, such that R(.;)
possesses the nonnegativity property on [0,t1
c ] and
such that Sf:+' @'(r,tl)H(~)H'(r)*(~tl) d7 is nonsingular.
Note that this assumption is one on the covariance
alone; note also that it will necessarily be satisfied by any
covariance defined on [O,tl] which has a system realizing
it on [O,tl]-for any definition for the system of F(.),
G(.), H(.), and J ( . ) on (t1,tl
61 preserving continuity
and such that the nonsingularity of the ohservabiity
integral is fulfilled will define an extension for the covariance, in which K(.) and R(.) on (tl,tl e l are computed
via (2). For these reasons, the assumption is well justified.
A realization procedure based on this assumption is
presented in Section IV. The computations are almost
identical with those of Section 111. The justification of
the computational procedure is however more complex,
and herein is the reason for first giving the procedure of
Section 111.
As noted in the introduction, in the nonsingular case,
one can fairly easily solve the nonsingular problem. One
proceeds as follows. Define a matrix a,(.) by

+

+

+

+

a,

=

II,F'

+ FlI, + ( L H - K)R-'(LH

- K)'

II,(O)

=

0.

(3)

Then the identifications G = (K - II,,,H)R-* and J =
R* ensure satisfaction of (2) with P(t) = II,(t); in particular, Po = 0.
The technical question arises of ensuring that (3) has
no escape time, i.e., ensuring that II,(t) exists on [O,tl].
This is guaranteed either by Assumptions 1 or 2. I n case
Assumption 2 holds, one can show, as in Appendix I,
that II,(t) is bounded above and below for all t E [O,tl].
Thii eliminates the possibility of an escape time. I n case
Assumption 2 holds, it follows, see Appendix 11, that
a(.;) is positive definite on [O,tl],i.e., that

for some 7 > 0 and all u(.); this condition guarantees
existence of II,(.) by a theorem of [35], modulo a straightforward time reversal. For completeness, a proof is also
contained in Appendix 11.
Notice that the equivalence of Assumption 2 and the
positive definite property is valid only for nonsingular
R(t); attempts to tackle singular realization problems via
imposition of a positive definite property on a(.;) (as
opposed to a nonsingular covariance possibly derived in
the course of solving the realization problem) are intrinsically attempts a t solving too restrictive a problem.
Put another way, Assumption 2 rather than positive
definiteness (or even a demand that J$ .f$ uf(t)m(t,.i)

u(.T)dtds > 0 for all continuous u(.) not identically zero)
is the most natural condition encompassing nonsingular
and singular problems.
I n case R is singular, the approach based on (3) fails,
and the realization problem is much harder. For zero R,
it can sometimes be the case that application of the scalar
covariance procedures of [16] will solve the problem.
(This view is espoused in [26].) Our solution procedure
makes no such assumption.
Another solution procedure solving the same problem
has come to our notice since preparation of the first draft
of this paper, [34]. I n order to compare the two procedures, we shall defer comment on [34] until the details
of our procedure have been described in the next two
sections.
I n preparation for the next two sections, we now note
the following points.
1) We shall have occasion to change the state-space
coordinate basis; this of course bas no effect on the given
covariance, so that the essence of the spectral factorization
problem is unchanged.
2) We shall have occasion to transform the vector
process y(t) of covariance a(.;). Thus if S(t) is a nonsingular r X r matrix of continuous entries, Q(t) = S(t)y(t)
has covariance &(t,r) = S(t)R(t,s)S1(.r). Again, the
essence of the problem zs unchanged.
3) Our solutions to the realization problem will
actually demand further assumptions than Assumptions 1
or 2; these extra assumptions are ones requiring d i e r entiability of the entries and constancy of the ranlc of
various matrices, and, physically, seem to amount to
disallowing structural changes in the system realizing
a ( . , . ) . The differentiability and constancy of rank
assumptions will be explicitly listed as assumptions when
they are needed.
We start with (1) and the assumption that there exists
some G(.), J ( . ) and Po(and therefore P(t)) such that (2)
holds. What these latter matrices actually are is unknown;
in fact, we do not even know the number of columns of G
and J. For convenience, let us rewrite this assumption as:
there exists a nonnegative definite symmetric P(t) defined
on [O,tl] such that
=

PF'-FP
[P -H!p
-K1

PH-K
R

I

20,
(5)

(Observe that (5) implies the existence of G(.) and J ( . )
satisfying (2) and conversely.)
Let us adopt the convention that P ( , ) will denote the
matrix whose existence is abstractly known but whose
value is not known, and II(.) will denote a nonnegative
definite matrix whose value we shall find, and which
satisfies (5) with P ( . ) replaced by II(.). Then finding a
nonnegative II(.) satisfying (5) is equivalent to solving
the realization problem of finding G(.), .I(.), and a Po
satisfying (2), [compare (2) and (5) 1.
As noted in the previous section, with R(.) nonsingular,
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the problem of findmg a II(.) is easily solved. Define
Dm(.) by (3), and, as shown in Appendix I, there is no
escape time; one easily checks that M(Um) 2 0. Further,
as noted in Appendi I, the II,(.) defined by (3) is minimum amongst all matrices D(.) for which II(t) = II1(t)
0, i.e., II,(t) 5 n(t) for all t and all II(.).
To tackle the case of singular R(t), we shall apply one
or both of two sorts of reduction steps to M(P). One step
involves reduction of the dimension r or R(t) and is
effected with the aid of output transformations. The
second step ~nvolvesreduction of the dimens~onn of F(.).
Application of these reduction procedures leads ultimately
to either a problem w ~ t houtput dimension of 0 (i.e., no
process remains to be realized), a problem with state
dimension of zero (the process has no dynamics), or a
problem with nonsingular R matrix (then a known procedure applies). A flow diagram summarizing the whole
procedure is given in Fig. 1, and can be examined in
conjunction with the detailed description of the procedure.
Step I-(Output Transformation): Make the following
assumption.
Assumption 3: The entries of R ( . ) are continuously
dierentiable k times, for some k 2 1, and R(t) has constant rank p on [O,tll.
Then there exists a nonsingular S with entries k times
continuously differentiablesuch that

>

with fLo a nonsingular matrix (here, pl = r - p). Set fi =
HS' and K = KS'. [To see that S(.) exists, notice that
by the Lagrange method [27] we can write R(t) = V(t)
V1(t) with V(t) square, of rank p, and with entries k times
continuously dierentiable. Then by Dolezal's theorem,
[36], there exists a nonsingular S1(t), with entries k times
contimnously dierentiable, such that V1(t)S'(t) = [Vll(t)
01 for K1(t) with p columns. Then set &(t) = V1(t)VI1(t).]
The physical interpretation of the transformation is as
described near the end of the last section; in lieu of examining a process y(t) of covariance R(t;r), we examine a
process j(t) = S(t)y(t) of covariance S(t)R(t,r)S1(.r).
The last p1 entries of fj(t) do not contain a nonsingular
white noise component.
Now drop the superscript hat.
Step .%-(Further Output Transformation and Output
Dimension Reduction): Partition H(t) as [Hl(t) Hp(t)l,
with H,(t) of dimension n X pl. Make the following
assumption.
Assumption 4: Hz(t)has constant rank p 5 pl on [O,t,].
If p = pl, pass to Step 3. Otherwise, let SO@)be a nonsingular pl X pl matrix with entries as differentiable as
the entries of H2(t) and such that Hz(t)SO1(t)= [a&) 01,
with &(t) having p columns. (Note that Doleial's theorem
guarantees that &(t) exists.) Set S(t) = I @So(t) with
the unit matrix of dimension (r - p,), and define &(t) =
S(t)R(t)S1(t),g ( t ) = H(t)S1(t), K(t) = &(t)S1(t). This
yields, dropping the superscript hat again,

K(t)

=

[Kx(t) Kz(t) Ka(t)l.

Here, K(t) is partitioned like H(t). Now observe that (5)
forces K3(t) = 0. (Any vector whose entries are 0 except
for the last (p - pl) is in the nullspace of R(t), and so for
(5) t o hold must be in the nullspace of P H - K. It is in
the nullspace of H, and so must be in the nullspace of K.)
This conclusion of course uses the fact that P(t) exists,
but does not use its value, which anyway is unknown.
The physical interpretation is that there is an output
transformation whose effect is restricted to those components of the process not containing a white noise oomponent. After the transformation, the last (pl - p) entries
of the vector process of covariance R(.;) are zero almost
everywhere, and, accordingly may be dropped from
consideration.
Now define

Also define the matrix @I in an obvious fashion. The same
P that guarantees (5) will guarantee &(P)
0. Further, if
we demonstrate the existence of and compute a II such
0.
that M(II) 2 0, tben M(II)
If now p = 0, realization is immediate because Ro is
nonsingular, and if not, we proceed to Step 3, bearing in
mind that H2(t) has rank p. Drop the superscript hat
again, and redefine r t o be the new dimension of R.
Step 3-(State-Space Coordinate Basis Changes and
State-Space Dimension Reduction): Select a coordinate
basis change matrix T(t), nonsingular and with entries as
dierentiable as those of H,(t), such that

>

>

(Again, we appeal to DoleBal's theorem.) Also define =
TFT-1
!?T-', ?2 = TK, I? = (T-')'H. The matrix P
(and II) transforms according t o
= TPT' and then
@ ( p ) = (T @I,)M(P)(T1 @I,) 0. (Notice that for I )
to have entries which are k times c o n t i i u s l y &fferentiablc, T must have entries which are (k 1) times oontiiuously dierentiable, because T occurs in the formula
for p.) Now drop the superscript hats.
Partition P as

+

>

+

-

(and II similarly), with PIIof dimension (n p) X (n p) and P22of dimension p X p, and partition K similarly
to H. The last p columns of P H - K must be zero, which
means that

Till this point, the actual value of P(t) has been unknown.
However, this equation identifies the matrices Plzand PZ2
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associated with any and every system realizing a(.,.);
in particular then, we must have also II,, = K,, and 1122
=
Kzz,with KZ2symmetric and nonnegative definite because
II and P have this property. We must still find IIll(t), and
we have the knowledge that some Pl,(t) exists for which
M(P) 2 0.
It may be the case that the various dimensions arising
in Step 2 lead to Hl(t) having no columns, and accordingly
PI1and PIZevanesce. I n this case, the realization procedure terminates because all entries of P and II are
identified. Suppose therefore this is not so.
Now because P(t) 2 0 for all t, it must be the case that
Kzz(t)a = 0 for some t and a implies Kn(t)a = 0, and so
Klzl(t) = Kzz(t)KzzR(t)Klz'(t).
Here, the superscript # denotes the pseudoinverse. Now (m order to block-diagonalize P(t) and II(t)) define afurther coordinate basis change
matrix

stage is set for further application(s) of Steps 1-3, and.
provided that the assumptions corresponding t o Assumptions 3-5 are satisfied, one is guaranteed that the process
must end in one of three ways. Either one is left with a
process of zero dimension to realize, or a process with no
dynamics, or a process with nonsingular R. I n each case,
determination of II and thus realization is immediate.
Here are some other points.
1) Suppose one is after the minimum II, call it II,, for
which the original M(II) in ( 5 ) is nonnegative definite.
(That there is a minimum for the singular problem is not
a t once obvious. However if the realization algorithm goes
through, we can construct II,, as explained below.) In
case R(t) is nonsingular for all t, Lemma 1 gives II,(t).
Otherwise, because the various reductions of Steps 1-3
preserve the ordering of II matrices, in the sense that if
IIl(.) and IIz(.) are two solutions of M(II) 2 0 and if
fil(.) and fi2(.)are the corresponding solutions of &(I?)
0 derived after application of one or a number of Steps 1-3,
then IIl(t)
I12(t) if and only if &(t) 2 fiz(t). (This is
easily
seen,
for
the only transformations of the II are
Obviously, T(t) is nonsingular; to ensure that it has
congruency
transformations.)
Consequently, if successive
entries inheriting the dierentiability of K12(.)and Kz2(.),
applications
of
Steps
1-3
lead
to a nonsingular situation,
we assume the following.
for
which
a
minimum
6,(t)
can
be computed, this reAssumption 5: The matrix Kzz(t)has constant rank on
flects back to a minimum &(I) for the original inequality
I0,TI.
M(II) 2 0. If successive applications of Steps 1-3 do not
(This assumption ensures that entries of KIzR(t)inherit
lead t o a nonsingular situation, but do lead t o a realization,
the differentiability of entries of KZ2(t).)
must be the case that all of the matrix II of any realizaNow set I? = TFT-I
PT-', I? = TK, I? = (T-')'H, ittion
is uniquely identified, i.e., L ( t ) = II(t) for all realizaP = TPT', and fi = TIIT'. In particular,
tions. A realization associated with minimum II(.) has,
as we shall see, an invertibiiity property. This is known
for the nonsingu1ar.case; see [141, [151, [381, and [311 for
results connecting minimality and invertibility properties.
The fact that II,(t) defined in (3) defines, for the nonsingular case, an invertible realization first appeared in
[19], see also [12] and [13].
with Pn = P11 - P12P22%2'
for example. (In computing
2) Suppose R(.;) is singular, and define II. by (3)
P, (10) is used.) Likewise, 6 is 1111@ Kzz.Drop the super- with
R replaced by R
EI for e > 0. If P satisfies (5),
script hats again, and consider the inequality M(P)
0,
then P also satisfies
recalling that PI, K Uand PZ2
=

>

>

+

+

>

-

Make the following
- definitions:

P

= Pi1

F' = Fi1

8=

[ - F ~ ~~'

~

I? =

1

[P H'PPF' K fFP
-

1

=

[FizKzz Kill

-

-

PH - K
R el 120

+

and then the argument of Appendix I yields 0 I
II,(t) I
&=~
~
2
~ KzazlRo
~- K z l~] (14) ~ P ( t ) ~An analysis
~ of ~
the differential
K
equation
z
z for II, will
show that II, increases as e
0. I n view of the upper
Then &(PI is precisely the top left part of M(P) which is bound P(t) on II,(t), it is clear that lim II,(t) = B(t)
6-0
not identically 0. Obviously, &(p)
0 is equivalent to
exists, with E(t) I P(t). Now for each r > 0, M,(IIJ 2 0;
M(P) 2 0, every part of I?, I?,I?, and & is known, and
one cannot necessarily take the limit t o conclude that
P11 is unknown, although the fact of its existence is known.
M(B)
0 for a(.) is not guaranteed differentiable.
The search for a II satisfying M(II)
0 is equivalent t o
However, the Helly convergence theorem [37] does
the search for a ij[ such that &(I?) 2 0.
guarantee that
The crucial point is the reduction in the effective stated E - ( f i F 1 m ) d t (BH - K)dt]
space dimension achieved at this point. If? ' L is nonR dt
singular, fi can be obtained immediately. If not, then tho
=
(rid - K)

-

>

>

>

[

+
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change matrix, and to this extent involve differentiations).

.f$ wi(t)dN(B)w(t) 2 0 for all continuous w(t). The three Both procedures require various constancy of rank and
steps of the algorithm just presented can all be applied
t o the measure, and in the event that the various constancy of rank and differentiability assumptions are valid,
one can identify fl(t) as L ( t ) . Therefore, the same constancy of rank and differentiability assumptions which
enable the algorithm to be carried through will also
guarantee that when if(.) is formed by the above procedure it will be differentiable and, accordingly, yield a
solution of the realization problem. The limiting procedure
from the computational point of view is not attractive.
3) As noted in [25], (5) when associated with the covariance property becomes a time-varying analog of the
Kalman-Yakubovic equations [8],[9].As such, it can be
applied to problems such as network synthesis, see e.g.,
[29], where, incidentally, nonsingularity of D(.) becomes
important. More importantly though, we note that with
obvious changes, the material of this section applies to
the problem of realizing a stationary covariance, with
constant F, H, K, and R, via a time-invariant system.
The various state-space and output transformations all
become time-invariant, and ]i becomes zero. It is known
that the time-invariant problem with nonsingular R is
much easier to solve, see [5], [301, and the material here
provides a systematic way of reducing a singular problem
t o a nonsingular problem.
4) Treatments of the scalar covariance singular problem due to Brandenburg [171, and subsequently Geesey
[I41 have relied on converting the singular problem t o a
nonsingular problem of the same state-space dimension,
as in [XI, but then showing that the Riccati equation
associated with the nonsingular problem could be replaced
by a Riccati equation of lower dimension. In essence, the
method here carries out this sort of reduction a t each step
(rather than waiting until a nonsingular problem is encountered), and, moreover, separates this reduction from
any requirement of nonsingularity. Also, it is this reduction
a t each step which guarantees termination of the algorithm; earlier scalar singular results needed a separate
proof of termination.
A generalization of the approach of [14],[16],[17] to the
scalar problem has been developed in the thesis of Powell
[34] for the matrix covariance singular problem, and it is
worthwhile to note some similarities and differences between Powell's and our methods. The more important
ones seem to be as follows.
a) I n both methods, an assumption that there exists
some system realizing the prescribed covariance, coupled
with differentiability and constancy of rank assumptions,
will allow the algorithms to be carried out. On the other
hand, Powell does not use our Assumption 2 (our extendability property for the original covariance). Rather, he
demands positive definiteness of a nonsingular covariance
derived in the course of the algorithm.
b) Powell's algorithm contains a sequence of output
transformations and differentiations interlaced; ours interlaces output transformations and state transformations
(which involve differentiability of the coordinate basis

differentiability assumptions, but since the proccdures
diverge after the first step, it is hard to see whether the
assumptions are equivalent.
c) In Powell's procedure, there is no reduction of the
size of the II matrix of interest as one proceeds through
the algorithm, though as a final step, one can achieve a
reduction. Our method may involve a sequence of reductions through the course of the algorithm.
d) As shown in the next section, our method always
allows the construction of an invertible system realizing a
prescribed covariance, with the inverse actually computable in the course of the algor~thm.Powell's method does
not always lead to an inverse system, although it appears
that this is due to a failure of the inversion algorithm
rather than the derivation of a noninvertible realization.
(In this connection, it should be noted that Powell's
definition of invertibility is slightly different from ours.)
When our algorithm is specialized to the scalar covariance case, it is the issue raised in b) above which
again tends to distinguish it from the algorithm of [16].
5) Suppose one knows a system (2) which realizes a
certain covariance, and suppose one wants a system
associated with Dm(t) realizing the same covariance.
(Such a system, as we shall see, has an invertibllity
property.) This problem can be simply formulated as
follows; one seeks the minimum nonnegative definlte II
such that

li - IIF' - FII
H'II

- (H'P

or, equivalently, with Z
minimum Z for which

[Z

-

IIH - (PH
JJ'

+ JG')
=

+

+ GJ') ] 2 0

II - P 5 0, one seeks the

ZF' - FZ
GG'
H'Z - JG1

ZH - GJ'

JJ '

I

0,

6) It is clear from the algorithm given that all solutions II(.) satisfying the original M(D) 2 0 of (5) are
uniquely determined up to that part satisfying a condition
involving a nonsingular A:

&(e)

We have recalled that the minimum fi(.) satisfying this
inequality is given by (3), and the question arises of what
other fi(.) satisfy the inequality. Set Q(t) =
- l?,(t).
Then one can show that &(fi) 2 0 is equivalent to

e(t)

+

(fI,,,fi - K)R-'&.
where P = I)
Steady-state versions of (16) are studied in 171, [301,
where all possible Q are characterized. It would take us too
far afield to provide the time-varying generalizations,
some of which are straightforward to obtain. (The general
idea is that (16), through not having a constant term, is
feasible to deal with. For example, if Q is invertible, (16)
yields a lineal. differential inequality in Q-'.)
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7 ) Let us note that a sufficient condition guaranteeing
that II(tl) is positive definite for some iixed t', where I I ( . )
satisfies (5), is precisely the complete controllability
condition

Lt'

@(t',s)K(s)K1(s)t1(t',s)
ds > 0.

0

=

rt)1

E[y(t)y3'(r)]
= HZ1(t) @(t,7)K3(7)
=

H1(t)@(t,r)Ka(t).

Consequently, the covariance is unaltered if we set K 3 ( r )=
0 for all 7 . This leaves the problem of realizing

(Nonsingularity of I I ( . ) can be important in applications,
see e.g., [29].)To see this, first simplify the problem by
selecting a coordinate basis in which F E 0. Then suppose m(t,r) =
of;.]
W.7)[XI(.)
n ( t f ) a= 0 for some a.Because M(II) 1 0, f I
0 and so
K z ( ~ ) ] l ( t - T ) +... (17)
fI(t)a = 0 for 0 5 t 5 t'. Then II(t)a = 0 for 0 5 t 5 t'
and so, again since M ( n )
0, a'[n(t)H(t) - K ( t )1 = where H2(t)has p columns and rank p. (To this realization,
- a f K ( t ) = 0 for 0 5 t t'. This means the controllability one adjoins y3(t)E0 t o obtain a realization of the original
condition fails.
covariance.) If p is zero, this leaves a nonsingular problem,
and we are through. Assume then p Z 0.
IV'
G1vEN THE
PROPERTY
Step 5: Proceed as earlier to change the coordinate basis
We start with (1) and Assumption 2. I n very broad so that
terms, the strategy is still the same, i.e., we carry out
output transformations that may reduce the dimension of
the process whose covariance is t o be realized, and statespace coordinate basis transformations which allow re- Next, we show (by a diierent technique from that used
duction of the "degree" (dimension of @(.;) matrix) of earlier) that KZ2is symmetric and that we can, a t least
the covariance to be realized. These latter transformations after an allowable adjustment of Ku, assume %[Kzzl C
are such that if the lower degree covariance is realizable, XIKlz]. First, let y(.) = [yI1(.) yz1(.)l' be the process3
the higher degree one is realizable.
with covariance (17).Observe that
I n case R(t) is nonsingular, realization follows with the
aid of II,(t) defined by (3), as earlier explained. So we
concentrate on singular R ( . ) . As before, we shall have the
various constancy of rank assumptions, and we shall
actually compute the same matrix a(.)solving the realize from which the symmetry and nonnegativity of Kzz(t) is
tion problem. However, the existence argument, or the immediate. Invoking Assumption 5 as earlier, let S(t) be a
nonsingular matrix such that Kzz(t)S1(t)= [&(t) 01
validation of the computation procedure, is different.
with &(t) of full rank. Defme &z(t) and &(t) by K12(t)
The procedure is as follows.
Step 1: This is identical with that of the last section. S1(t) = [Rlz(t) Xlz(t)].Our task is evidently to show
that we can take &%(t) = 0. Set B(t) = [I @ S(t)ly(t),and
Assumption 3 is used again.
observe that G(t) = [fjll(t) vz'(t)ll where &(t) bas the
Step 2: This is identical up t o the point where we have
form [g,'(t) 01. Then f o r t 1 T ,

[F

>

<

]

R(t) = [Q(t)
0
0
op,xp,

+

[:I]

>

H(t) = HI(^) H2(R Onxe.-m)l
K(t) = [Kdt) Kz(t) Ka(t)l

with H2(t)of rank p and of p columns. (Note that Assumption 4 is used again.) We need t o conclude that we can set
K3(t) = 0. Let y(t) = [ylf(t)yz1(t) y3'(t)11 be the process
with covariance R(t,r), partitioned as H ( . ) . Then
so y3(r) = 0 almost e v e r y ~ h e r eTherefore,
.~
for t

> r,

2 It is s. moot point whether we should introduce the process ?I(.)
without a further assumption, since a t this oint we do not know
that there is apracess v(.) far which $ i ( t , ~=
) % [ y ( t ) v ' ( ~ However,
)l.
it is convenient, and here and later, it shortens an argument not
involving y ( . ) which would be roughly as follows. Partition u(t) =
[u,'(t)u 1 ( t )ua'(t)lrlike H ( . ) and observe that f;f: u'(t)m(l,~)
u(r)dt d7 = [terms involving u l ( . )and u z ( . )but not ua(.)l

and since u ( . )is arbitrary, for nonnegativity one requires

Taking note of the form of QZ1(r),it follows that H'(t)
*(t,r)IfiZ(r) = 0 for t
7. Evidently, the covariance
E[y(t)y1(7)]
would be unaffected if we replace I f 1 2 ( 7 ) by 0
for r I t, and in particular for 7 = t.
Now define the state-space coordinate basis change of
( l l ) ,t o obtain p, G, and ?I with the latter two matrices
as in (12). At this stage, dropping the superscript hat,

>

E [ Y ~ ( T ) Y z I' (=
T ) [Ol@(~,r)
[Ka(r)l = 0

Digression-Invertibility:

A system S realizing CR(t,r) is

As before, one could avoid the introduction of y(.) if desired.
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termed invertible if from measurements on the output of
the system one can obtain causally the system input,
which is white noise, and the system initial state. Differentiation may be involved; causality is essential. Observe
that up to this point the algorithm has proceeded by nonsingular transformations on the output vector, and by
change of the coordinate basis for the state-space of a
realizing system. This means that if the covariance (19) has
an invertible realization, so does the covariance ( 1 ) . Further,
the relation between a causal inverse for a system realizing
(19) and one realizing (1) is straightforward to obtain
from the output transformation matrices. I n the remainder
of Step 3, which we now describe, we shall introduce
another covariance, such that if it possesses an invertible
realization, so does (19).
Define a process fj = [gl' fj2']' by

CONTROL,
DECEMBER 1974

covariance of g(t) is

The covariance &(t,r) of (23) is, with a simple reordering,
the same as the covariance defined in (14), which is the
covariance resulting after reduction of the state-space
dimension in Step 3 of the earlier method. In the last
section, the determination of a(.;) essentially finished
the procedure. Here, too, we are almost done: supposing
for the moment a realization of &(t,r) is available, one
cascades with this realization the linear system of (22),
taking for the initial state covariance of (22)

A messy calculation shows then that the output of (22) has
covariance (19).Another way of putting the point is to say
that if one has a system realizing &(.,.) in (23), i.e.,
matrices @(.)and j ( . ) and a nonnegative definite fro such
that
where *(.,.) is the transition matrix associated with f =
F I I ( ~ ) Notice
x.
that the covariance of y,(t), being Ss2(t,7)
K Z 2 ( r ) l ( t- T )
- - - is differentiable with respect to t
and T t o yield a covariance of j2 which possibly contaim a
delta function term, but no worse. This means that jz(t)
and then W(t) is as well defined as yl(t), in that it may
then a system realizing a ( . ; ) is defined by matrices G ( . ) ,
contain a white noise component but nothing worse.
It is immediate from (20) that G,(.), &(.) depend J ( . ) , and Do given by
)
y z ( . ) : a differential equation decausally on y ~ ( . and
scription is provided by

+

and these matrices together with the matrix
These equations can also be rearranged in the following
way:
satisfy the realization equations (2).
The essentials of Step 3 of the realization process are
now complete. As for the earlier procedure, the problem of
realizing the original a(.,
.) is reduced by Step 3 to that of
realizing R ( . ,.) of lower degree. Reapplication of Steps 1-3
will cause further degree, and possibly output dimension,
This rearrangement shows that y l ( . ) and y z ( . ) are obtain- reduction until either a nonsingular covariance is encounable, causally, from &(.), fjz(.), and yz(0). Consequently, tered, or one of zero degree or zero output dimension.
if a n invertible realization can be found for E[fj(t)B1(r)], There are however two caveats. F i s t , the various conone has, with the aid of (22), an invertible realization for stancy of rank and differentiabilityassumptions need to be
E [ y ( t ) y l ( . r ) ] Further,
.
since (21) are inverse to (22), one fulfilled. Second, Assumption 2 needs to be retained for the
can construct the inverse for a ( . ; ) by following (21) various covariances arising successively in the procedure.
with an inverse for &(., .).
That the extensibility property, other than perhaps the
A lengthy formal calculation shows that the associated observabiity part of it, is retained is immediately clear.
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+

The extension of F and H on (tl, tl
e l allow via (21)
extension of the domain of definitions of s(t,r), and
indeed its nonnegativity. To see that the observabiity
property is retained, one can use the following lemma.
Lemma I: With

basis change will separate out the unobservable part of
x(.); measurements y(.) are of course useless for estimating this part of x(.), and for filtering purposes, we
can confine attention to the observable part.) Then
E[x(t)yl(~)]= %(~,T)K(T)
for T < t where K = IIH GJ'
and II is E[x(t)xf(t)1. Suppose the following system with
appropriate known initial conditions is a causally invertible realization of E [y(t)yl(r)] :

+

with Fzz(t)of dimension p X p, then Assumption 2 implies
y

+

for all s i n [t,, tl el, with *(.;) the transition matrix of
2, = FII(~)xI.
Proof: Suppose the result is false. Then there exists
some nonzero xl(tl) such that the solution xl(t) of 21(t) =
Fllxl(t) satisfies Hll'(t)xl(t) = 0 and -Fzl(t)xl(t) = 0 on
Itl, t,
el. Then the solution x(t) of i= Fx with x(t1) =
[xlf(tl) 01' is evidently x(t) = [xlf(t) 01' and satisfies
Hr(t)x(t) = 0. This contradicts Assumption 2.
For nonsingular covariances, it is known that an invertible realization is defined by the minimum II(t), via.,
II,(t). Let us now show how this notion extends to singular
problems. The algorithm of Section I11 shows that the
nonuniqueness in choice of D(t) satisfying M(II) 2 0 can
all be referred to the nonsingular problem derived in the
course of the algorithm, and that II,(t) for the original
problem is given by a minimum II(t) for the nonsingular
problem. The material of thii section shows that an invertible realization for the nonsingular problem yields an
invertible realization for the singular problem. Putting
these ideas together with the known nonsingular problem
result, it follows that for singular problems too, invertible
realizations are associated with minimum II,(t).
The question arises as to how an inverse system can be
built. That for a nonsingular covariance is easily obtained
(131, 1191; one would precede this by a cascade of various
nondynamic nonsingular transformations, corresponding
to Steps 1 and 2 and the bulk of Step 3, together with
dynamic systems of the form (21), as notcd earlier. It is
worth noting that the buildup of the inverse system
actually proceeds in parallel mith the algorithm for computing lI(t). It would be valid, in fact, to view the algorithm as a method for constructing a whitening filter, with
a realization of the original covariance matrix being
obtained as a byproduct.
We also have a very quick formal solution to the singular
filtering problem. Consider the system

+

y

=

H'x

+ J r u + Jzw

where u ( . ) and v(.) are unit intensity Gaussian white
noise processes, and u(.), v(.), and x(0) are mutually independent and of zero mean. Assume that (27) is completely
observable, in the sense that Hf(t)B(t,r)xo = 0 for all
t
T implies xo = 0. (If this is not the case, a coordinate

>

=

H'?

+ Qzi.

(2s)

One must then have E[Z(t)y'(r)] = @(t,r)K(~)
for t > T;
for suppose that EIZ(t)yl(.r)] = +(t,.r)R(.r) for t > T , this
being the only possible form on account of (27). Then, for
t > ~,E[y(t)y'(r)I= H'(t)EIZ(t)yl(~)]= H1(t)B(t,.r)R(.r).
But also, this quantity is H1(t)@(t,7)K(~).
By complete
observabiiity, K ( r ) = R(r).
It follows that ?(t) = E [ X ( ~ ) ~ ~T( T<) t]
, because, first,
E{ [x(t) - Z(t)lfy(.r)] = 0 for 7 < t, and second, Z(t) is a
function of & ( r ) ,T < t and therefore of y(r), r < t by the
causal invertibiiity. The filtering error is easily seen to he
II - fi. The role of Z(.) in the scalar singular problemactually in smoothing as well as in filtering problems-has
been illuminated in Geesey [14]; for the nonsingular case
see [321, [331, [381. In practice, it is not even necessary to
construct the realization (28). As we have seen, the inverse
of (28) is actually obtainable directly from the given covariance, and examination of the steps leadmg up t o (21)
easily shows that components of ? may actually be identified as linear combinations of the states of the inverse
system.
The algorithm of thc previous sections applies without
change to the realization (over a finite interval) of

where F, H, K, and R are constant matrices, and R(t,O)
has a Fourier transform which is nonnegative definite
Hermitian for all values of its argument. This approach
will, however, lead to time-varying G and J in the realization, and to this extent is unsatisfactory. To obtain a more
practical solution, it is desirable to consider the problem of
realization over a semiinfinite interval; that is, we allow
the system realizing R(. ,.) to start at time - m .
I n this case it is useful (although not entirely essential)
to make the following assumption.
Assumption 6: The pair [P,HI is completely observable.
This immediately implies that Assumption 2 is satisfied,
so that the procedure of Section I V may be carried out.
Note the following.
1) Assumptions 3-5 (requiring constancy of rank and
differentiability of certain quantities) are always satisfied
in the stationary case.
2) At no point in these steps of the algorithm preceding

the obtaining of a nonsingular R matrix do time-varying
matrices appear.
3) By Lemma 1, Assumption 6 contimes to be satisfied
a t every stage of the algorithm.
Finally, then, a nonsingular covariance defined by
matrices I), @, I?, and f i remains to be realized. Now let

To he sure, we do require some technical constancy-ofrank and differentiability assumptions for the ideas to go
through. But it should be noted that existing treatments
of the scalar singular problem [14],[16],
[17]also require
such assumptions.
As earlier commented, there are some interesting connections to singular control problems which we shall ex=
lim II(t,to) = lim II(t,to)
pound separately; here, one is interested in the dual of the
to--t-lI matrix associated with the invertible realization, but
where
one is also interested in determining the optimal controls
and singular strips. Connection t o time-varying network
synthesis problems can be found in [29];the network
parallel of the step involving reduction of the state-space
The limit exists by Assnmption 6 as shown in e.g., [30].
dimension of the covariance to be synthesized is the
Of course, P is constant and satisfies an algebraic Riccati
series or shunt extraction of inductor or capacitor elements.
equation. Defining & = (K - PI?)fi-* and j = ?l
essentially completes the procedure. Alternatively, the
approach of Section I11 may be used, since we can now
Suppose there exists a nonnegative definite symmetric
justify Assumption 1.
Po together with G ( . ) , J ( - ) defined on [O,t,]such that
Example: Since the algorithm is suited more t o an
efficient computer implementation than to.hand calcnlaP = PF'
FP
GG'
P(0) = Po
tion, a detailed example is difficult to present. However,
PH = K - GJ'
the simple example below illustrates some of the more
JJ' = R.
important points.
Consider the covariance (29) with
Observe that these equations imply

+

=

- FP
[P (-p HPF' K)'
-

+

PH - K
R

. [G'
Then the calculations of Section 111proceed as follows.
Step 1: r = 2, pl = 1. No basis change is necessary.
Step 8: HZ = [ I ] ,which is already of full rank. Again,
no change is necessary.
Step 3: I n the notation of Section 111, we have Kzl =
[O], Kzz = [ 2 ] ,and Kll and Klz have zero rows. Finally,
then
P = K,, = [2].
Note that no Riccati equation needed to be solved for this
example, since P became completely determined in Step 3.
Now
r4 2

01

r21

P - PF' - FP - ' ( p H - K)R-'(PH - K)'
Now use the definition (3) of II,;set Z
2

= P - II,

=

[2]and J

=

C1

VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a procedure for realizing singular,
fmite-dimensional matrix covariance functions, which a t
the same time provides a new, and simpler, approach to
the scalar, singular covariance factorization problem.
It is easy to construct a causally invertible realization, and
we have shown that the associated state covariance
matrix is the minimum matrix a t every time t over the
set of such matrices associated with all realizations of the
covariance.

> 0.

to obtain

- ZIF1 + HR-'(H'II, - K T ) ]- [F + (n,H - K)R-I
. H f ] Z - ZHR-'H'Z

>0

Z ( 0 ) = PO

> 0.

It is immediate that Z(t) 2 0 and so &(t) I P(t). Also,
the definition of II,(.) implies 0 I II,(t).
Notice also that the matrix Dm(.) defined by (3) has
been shown by the above argument to be minimum
amongst all those matrices a(.)2 0 satisfying III(II) 0 ;
by minimum, we mean for all t and such XI(.), k ( t ) I

>

at).
So we identify G

>O

-J']

and so

An alternative approach t o establishing that 0

2

II,(t)

5 P ( t ) is available using the results of [38].Provided one
establishes the existence of an innovations representation
realizing a(.;) independently of the Riccati equation
solution bounding procedure above, one can show that
II, is actually E[?(t)?'(t)],where ?(t) is both the state of
this innovations representation and the mean of x(t) conditioned on measurement of a sample function of the
process with covariance a ( . ; ) . Then 0 5 L ( t ) I P ( t ) is
immediate. The better technique t o be used for establishing this inequality is a function of the background of the
reader.
The interpretation of II,(t) as E[?(t)T1(t)]also establishes its minimality as a solution of (5).
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APPENDIXI1
Our task is to prove the following result. Let
d e h e d via

a(.,.)be

with R(t) nousingular for aU t. Then the following three
statements are equivalent.
1) (R(t,r) - 76(t - 7) for some q > 0 is nonnegative on
[O,tll.
2) J$ J$ u'(t)@(t,r)u(r)
dtdr = 0 and m(.;) nonnegative on [O,t~l
implies u(t) 0 for u( .) continuous.
3) a(.;) has the extendability property described in
Assumption 2.

t E [0,t3].Since * ( . , 0 ) depends continuously on R(t),
there exists a suitably small 7 so that q(t,O)computed with
R(t) replaced by R(t) - ?I is nonsingular for all t E [O,tl],
and so that R(t) - 7I is positive definite for all t E [O,tl].
The result follows by the corollary.
3 =) 2 : Suppose is extendable, but that condition 2 is
not fulfilled. Let zi be such that .f$ R(t,.i)zi(.r)dT= 0 for
t E [O,tl].For the moment, let a continuous u ( . ) be
arbitrary on (t,, t~ € 1 and equal to kzi for some constant k
to be specified on [O,t~l.Then

+

--

To show the equivalence, we shall use the following lemma.
Lemma: Let a(.,.) be as defined in ( I ) , and let q(t,r) be
the transition matrix defined by

*(T,T)

*

=

I

and partition conformably. Then J: & ( ~ , T ) u ( T=) ~0,T
t E [O,T],for some T and u ( . ) not identically zero if and
only if **%(T,O)is singular; further, for such a u ( . ) ,
J;*(T,T)K(T)U(T)~T
z 0.
Proof: Suppose
R(t,~)u(r)=
d ~0 for t E [O,T].
Set z(t) = .fi *(t,~)K(.r)u(r)dr,
so that i = Fz
Ku,
z(0) = 0, and p(t) = j: (pll(~,t)H(r)u(~)dr,
SO that j =
-Prp - Hu, p(T) = 0. It follows that R(t)u(t) H1(t)
z(t) Kf(t)p(t)= 0, so that

By the Lemma, J$ *(t4~)K(r)2i(r)dr
= x(tl) # 0.
Choose u(t) = H'(t)*(t,t,)z(t,) on (tl,t, e l , and observe
that for large negative k a contradiction is obtained.
(Admittedly, u ( . ) is discontinuous, but it can be appropriately approximated by continuous functions, and a
contradiction still is obtained.)
Note the critical use of the observab~litypart of the
extendability definition in the above argument, to ensure
that the second term on the right of the last equality is
guaranteed
nonzero.
F - KR-'H'
-KR-'K
Finally,
let
us see why satisfaction of conditions 1, 2, or 3
=
HR-ql
+ XR-lK-][;]
~ 1 )
guarantees that the solution of thc Riccati equation (3)
Recalling that z(0) = 0, we have p(t) = !Pzs(t,O)p(0)
and exists on [O,tl].Manipulation will show that the quantity
so p(T) = 0 = Tsz(T,O)p(0).Notice that p(0) Z 0, for qx(t,O).Ir,-l(t,O) satisfies (3), including the boundary
otherwise z(t),p(t) and so u(t)would be zero for all t.
condition. By a standard uniqueness theorem, one must
Conversely, with %(T,O) singular, choose p(0) z 0 so have &(t) = %z(t,0)P22-1(t,0),
and then the Corollary
that 'lr~a(T,O)p(O)
= 0. Set z(t) = %&(t,O)p(O),
p(t) = yields existence of II,(t) on [O,tll.
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